Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya appears trapped in the Delta quadrant, For now the Borg appear to be unable to detect the Seleya, with SO Emrys having to modify the Seleya's warp signature as that of a Borg Vessel.

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya has started what is destined to be a long, long journey home. The CO, CSO and FCO were all assimilated by the Borg. Chief Medical Officer Stadi is doing everything she can to reverse the assimilation. CTO Ekaf however perished.

Host Buzzard says:
We pick up with the Seleya heading towards the Alpha quadrant at max warp with the crew having to make some difficult choices ahead of them....

Host Buzzard says:
Continue ***To hell and back***

Host Buzzard says:
Continue ***To hell and back***

SO_Emrys says:
::At SCI1, on the bridge. 

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::In a Turbolift on the way to the bridge::

AXO_Lemile says:
::On the bridge in the Big chair::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::on the bridge looking at the tactical display::
AXO_Lemile says:
::drums her fingers on the arm rest ::
CNS_Albrin says:
::enters the bridge and sits in her seat::
CMO_Stadi says:
::glances over at FCO again, to make sure he's behaving himself, notices MO:: MO: We need to get working on Hazzem... are you ready?
OPS_Jameson says:
::is sitting at OPS, with Helm slaved to the same console::
SO_Emrys says:
AXO: Sir, ships internal sensors are slowly coming back online.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::steps out once the turbolift arives at the bridge::
SO_Emrys says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge!
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Good Once there up and running start scanning
AXO_Lemile says:
::sees the CO and stands::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::takes a moment to look around:: ALL: As you were.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::turns to acknowledge the CO and then goes back to her display::
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: ::looks around:: Ready as I will ever be!
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Laying in sickbay in statis, memories of both his lives are rushing to his brain even though he's not moving an eyelid::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks down into the command circle:: AXO: Commander. What's our status?
AXO_Lemile says:
::Moves to the XO chair:: CO: Sir Engineering are working on Sensors other than that all repairs are done
CMO_Stadi says:
::smiles and makes her way over to CSO's bio-bed::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::nods::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: and how are you feeling Sir ::sits down in the XO Chair::
CMO_Stadi says:
MO: we need to repair teh damage caused by the bullet first... how good are you with a regenerator?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: How many Borg vessels are in the area?
OPS_Jameson says:
::checks again that the ship is on automatic, and breathes a sigh of relief to see that it is::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: About 15 Sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Great. Just out of curiosity, why aren't they attacking us anymore? ::moves to sit down in his chair::
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Don't know, never used one! Just kidding, Alright I guess
CTO_Vekasi says:
::enters the bridge::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Oh .. erm we are carring a Borg Signature Sir
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::turns to look at the new guy::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::blinks::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Beg pardon?
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: it was the only way to get through undetected Sir
TO_Darklighter says:
::moves from tactical and nods to the CTO::
SO_Emrys says:
::turns to see a new officer, and wonders how he's never seen him before::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Remembers the pain and the anguish his body went through in the assimilation progress::
CMO_Stadi says:
::looks ather MO in shock for a second, then relaxes...finds her hypospray, perfilled with inaprovaline:: MO: i'll leave you with that then, went through his shoulder ::points::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::nods to the TO and leaves the bridge::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::nods at the TO:: TO: hello, I am Vasili Vekasi. Nice to meet you ::offers his hand to shake, and speaks in his strong russian accent::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Let's just remember to turn it off when we leave Borg space, hmmm? I imagine a lot of people would like to take a crack at a Borg ship.....
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::takes a TL to sickbay::
TO_Darklighter says:
::shakes his hand:: CTO: My name is Nathan Darklighter
CTO_Vekasi says:
::turns to the captain:: CO: Hello sir. I'm the new CTO. ::offers to shake hand::
AXO_Lemile says:
::laughs:: CO: I believe that would go for the Cloaking devise aswell
SO_Emrys says:
AXO: Sir, short and long range sensors have just come back online.
CMO_Stadi says:
::begins scanning CSO's cranium, seeing how far the assimilation went::
OPS_Jameson says:
::chews on  a nail before trying to find more power out of nowhere for the cloak::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::enters sickbay::
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Alright, I'll do my best ::pics up the regenerator, and goes to work on the CSO::
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Excellent .. please start with your scanns
CNS_Albrin says:
::shifts uncomfortably in her seat, still doesn't like the idea of being stuck in Borg space;:
CTO_Vekasi says:
::waits for the captains reaction::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Lieutenant. Take your station.
SO_Emrys says:
AXO: Aye, sir.
SO_Emrys says:
AXO: Ah, sir .... ?
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Aye sir. ::turns and sees OPS:: OPS: Anya!
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: doctor?
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Yes Ens
SO_Emrys says:
AXO: Ah, what are we scanning for exactly?
CMO_Stadi says:
::doesn't look up from her scanning, calls:: SEC: are you in immediate danger of dying?
OPS_Jameson says:
::looks round distracted::  Self:  Huh?
AXO_Lemile says:
::looks at the SO:: SO: Any short cut home might be useful
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: no sir... I was wondering how Hazzem was.. sir
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: Anya...its been years...
SO_Emrys says:
::nods:: AXO: Aye, sir. Scanning long range sensors.
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO:  longer i seem to remember
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: I was told Ekaf died.. and I wondered if he might share in that.. thats all
CMO_Stadi says:
::straightens and turns around:: SEC: oh, i'm sorry... i didn't realise it was y... he's fine for now, but i need to concentrate on my work if he is to get better... ::smiles kindly:: maybe you should returnt o your post...
CTO_Vekasi says:
::smiles as he sees OPS face for the first time in years:: OPS: maybe a drink after...
MO_Mercz says:
::removes the regenerator and takes a glance:: Self: Looks good ::put the device down::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::turns and walks to his station::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Memories of his encounter with his God Father, God Osiris, begin to flow::
CMO_Stadi says:
turns:: MO: all done?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Are you reading any areas that appear clear of Borg activity?
OPS_Jameson says:
::smiles wanly::  CTO:  Maybe.....after the Borg
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Standby, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: right.. keep me posted?
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Yes, Sir ::turns to the CMO::
SO_Emrys says:
::accesses LRS for Borg activity::
OPS_Jameson says:
::returns, still distracted, to her console::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::looks over the tactical station and begins his work::
CMO_Stadi says:
::nods:: SEC: will do... oh, can you tell the captain that Mathews is doing better?
AXO_Lemile says:
::leans back in the chair ::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::nods:: CMO: I will ::turns to leave sickbay.. glancing at Hazzem before she leaves the room::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Nathan, what is your current task please?
CMO_Stadi says:
::goes back to her patient and examines MO's work, smiles:: MO: first rate, nicly done, ... ::shows MO her scans of the cranium:: almost full assimilation, we can disconnect him, but he may be as bad as the FCO, memory loss, disorientation... ::glances at CSO in stasis:: ready?
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: i am manning TAC2 sir
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Status of the Borg
OPS_Jameson says:
::makes sure that they are maintaining course::
FCO_Mathews says:
::laying on bio bed in SB::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Ah...doing what exactly?
SO_Emrys says:
AXO/CO: A large amount of activity in the immediate vicinity, sirs ....
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: That's all we need.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::enters the hall and meets up with another guard.. still carrying a nasty looking riffel::
FCO_Mathews says:
COMPUTER: Computer, what is the name of this ship?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CO*: sir..
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Yes, Sir ::looks at FCO for comparison::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Making sure the phasers aren't drawing to much energy and keep them on a rotating cycle
SO_Emrys says:
CO: LRS still show large amounts of activity. The border marking the edge of Borg space is out of range.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CO*: the doctor wanted me to inform you that FCO Mathews is recovering nicely
AXO_Lemile says:
::gets up ans walks around the back of the command area::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Ah ::looks over:: nice work Nathan. ah...I hope you dont mind me calling you by your first name?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*SEC* Thankyou. What about commander Abdel-Hamid?
CMO_Stadi says:
::nods, handing the hypospray to MO:: MO: as soon as I release the stasis field, i need you to knock him out... ::deactivates the field::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Not at all sir
OPS_Jameson says:
::looks over at the TO, and looks down to her screen, checking exactly how much power is being used by the phasers::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CO*: I believe he is next to be worked on.. status unknown at this time sir..
MO_Mercz says:
::injects the hypo::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*SEC* Understood. Bridge out.
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: that's great nathan ::smiles::
AXO_Lemile says:
::walks over to OPS and stands there::
Host Computer says:
FCO: This ship is the USS Seleya NCC 70825 Galaxy class
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Sir I'm detecting Borg ships
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Is it me or is that cube running along side us?
SO_Emrys says:
::checks to see if the Borg signature is still holding::
OPS_Jameson says:
::glances up at the AXO, and smiles before getting back to work::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Lying still on the bio bed, fully surrendering to the hands of the CMO and MO::
FCO_Mathews says:
::wonders::, COMPUTER: Location of Lt. Anna Kent-Mathews?
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: It's one Borg Cube on a parralell course
AXO_Lemile says:
::smiles at OPS and looks as she hears about the Borg::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::takes the weapon from the other guard and heads for the brig.. :: *Ship Security*: security shift 1 and 4 report to the brig for de-breifing.. 
CMO_Stadi says:
MO: monitor his status, if you see anything unusual, shout instantly...got it? ::looks at him, to show how serious this is and begins to extract the transponder from the back of his neck oh so carefully::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Our fake Borg signature is still holding, sir.
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: It isn't you I can say that much.
OPS_Jameson says:
::prepares to put her stored power into action::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: prepare for an attack nathan
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Aye sir
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: They must think we are borg as well
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Keep an eye on them I want to know what there up to
SO_Emrys says:
AXO: Aye, sir.
OPS_Jameson says:
::and with her other hand, gets ready to initiate evasive action::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::waits int he brig for the rest of the security staff::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: If they thought we were borg, wouldn't they have contacted us by now?
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Everything is within normal parameters.
SO_Emrys says:
CMO: ~~~ How is Hazzem, doctor? ~~~
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: remember Anya any sudden movements might let the borg in on our secret
FCO_Mathews says:
::stands and walks to nearest console::
AXO_Lemile says:
::Glances at the CTO: :
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Sir, the Cube will get within 5000 KM on its present course
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Understood.
CMO_Stadi says:
::sighs:: MO: good... ::is suddenly distracted by a telepathic message:: ~~~SO: not now!!! go away!~~~ ::tries to stay focussed:: MO: contact the bridge, inform them of Hazzem's current condition, please...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::begins the debreifing as the last person shows up::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Slow warp by .5
CNS_Albrin says:
::listening to the conversation::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::smiles at the AXO when she glances over:: AXO: Hello ::offers hand over the rail::
FCO_Mathews says:
::notices the date to be 2 years in "the future"::
OPS_Jameson says:
::glares at Vekasi::  CTO:  I was staying prepared.....newbie.  ::ruens quickly to gude her grin::
SO_Emrys says:
::quickly withdraws his mind from the Arikas, feeling her mental slap::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::dismissed them and calls shift 2 and 3 in::
OPS_Jameson says:
<turns>
AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Keep your mind on your work Lt
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::His brain suddenly picks up borg communications "Target is 5000km from out position"::
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: Anya...don't make me come over there oldie ::grins::
FCO_Mathews says:
::starts to view starfleet records on his wife::
AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: The brdge is not the place Lt
OPS_Jameson says:
::slows by .5::
AXO_Lemile says:
::turns and walks back to the XO Chair::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::steps back a little confused at the AXO's refusal to shake hands, but returns to the TAC::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CO*: sir.. recomend internal security go to gray alert.. I want to call 3 of the 4 shifts to active duty
CMO_Stadi says:
::finally gets the thing unhitched, glances at MO for a status report::
OPS_Jameson says:
::Self:  oooohhhh...he's scary::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Sir if we change Status it may alert the Borg
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO/OPS: Lieutenants, if you want to catch up, I would recomend the Summit Lounge. In your off-duty time.
MO_Mercz says:
*Bridge* At the moment the CMO and I are extracting the borg copponents in hazzem, all life signs are stable
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*SEC* Do it.
FCO_Mathews says:
::notices entry that states his wife is dead::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CO*: Aye sir
FCO_Mathews says:
::starts to breath very heavily::
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: I'm sorry sir...it's just so good to see her again. Please, forgive me. ::smiles, but with a serious look::
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Looking good so far
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: I'd rather that than let them within five thousand kilometres of the ship.
SO_Emrys says:
::sighs with relief at hearing the word from Sickbay::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO; As you wish Sir
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::calls shift 2 back to duty and rearranges a rotating shift so everyone gets some much needed rest::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*MO* Acknowledged. When you're finished, I'd like to speak with the commander.
OPS_Jameson says:
::Self:  Almost as scary as Hawkinson!::
CMO_Stadi says:
::seals the transponder in a dampening field to knock off it's effects:: MO: can you close up here?... you can bring him back when you're ready... call me if you need help... understood? ::notices FCO and groans::
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Satus of Engineering
CTO_Vekasi says:
::feels at home already, apart from a few people::
MO_Mercz says:
*CO* Mercz Out
SO_Emrys says:
::slaves engineering to SCI1:: AXO: All systems have been repaired, sir. Warp core is stable.
FCO_Mathews says:
CMO: There is something wrong with these records, they say you died almost 3 years ago
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*Ship security*: attention.. we are going to gray alert.. be ready to activate code black.. shift 1, 3 and 4 are active.. shift 1 report to the brig for weapons re-charge.. 
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Alright, I should be fine
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Acknowledged
AXO_Lemile says:
:taps her fingers on the arm of the chair::
OPS_Jameson says:
::prepares for a response from the Borg::
CMO_Stadi says:
::nods to MO, glad she has someone so capable around and moves over to FCO:: FCO: didn't I tell you to relax? ::tries to sound convincing::
SO_Emrys says:
::continues to scan short and long range sensors for any spacial anomalies::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Suddenly, he feels alone, no more voices, nothing at all, though he know's he's alive::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::takes a moment to view the crew, and then returns his attention to TAC1::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO/TO*: team 7 will be reporting.. unless you don't need the coverage?
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::is still unconcious::
AXO_Lemile says:
::wonders what the Borg Cube is up to::
CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* Ah...thankyou. If there is a need for more security officers, take them from the bridge first. The TO and myself can handle it.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Can you get a fix on our position? What's your best guess of time to the Federation?
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: what do you think nathan?
OPS_Jameson says:
::looks over systems and ship status::
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: The cubes have stopped sir.
TO_Darklighter says:
::pats his phaser:: CTO: We can handle the borg ::smiles::
FCO_Mathews says:
::continues to browse records::
MO_Mercz says:
::pics up the autosuter and closes the CSO::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Acknowledged.
CNS_Albrin says:
::frowns at the CTO's news::
CMO_Stadi says:
::rest sher hand on FCO's shoulders:: FCO: I need to run a few more scans... can you go back to bed?
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: never underestimate the borg. it seems maybe the old CTO did.
FCO_Mathews says:
::a picture of Anna Kent-Mathews appears on his console screen::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: negative sir.. minimum coverage under regulation 38-C states that during hostial travel 4 or more security officer are to be present during alrets.. we are running at internal gray alert and code black stand by.. i have 4 members on the way now.. if you ned more.. team 7 is on stand by
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, at current speeds it will take us approximately seventy years ... give or take a year.
CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* perhaps you misunderstood. Please just send the minimum amount, including ourselves up here
FCO_Mathews says:
::compares pictures, has a flashback, starts hyperventalting::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: I see.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::frowns:: *CTO*: acknowledged..
MO_Mercz says:
::loads 25cc of cordazine into a hypo, and injects it into the CSO::
CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* Thankyou very much ::smiles, knowing she wont see it anyway::
AXO_Lemile says:
::Still wonders what the Borg are up to :: CTO: Position on Borg Cube
CMO_Stadi says:
::helps FCO back to his bed, forcing him to lie back:: FCO: i'm giving you something to calm you down... ::Leans over him and administers a dilute solution of merfadon::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::four well armed security officer exit onto the bridge and take up their post::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: CSO is rocked by a number of spasms which throw him of the bio bed
CTO_Vekasi says:
::nods at the security entering::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Falls off the bio bed onto his face, shaking::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::begins partolling the decks::
FCO_Mathews says:
CMO: We're on sime kind of covert mission right, edited records and all?
CTO_Vekasi says:
::looks at TAC1::
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Get here quick! The CSO is spasming
OPS_Jameson says:
::notices the armed guards, but just ignores them::
SO_Emrys says:
::looks to tactical to answer the AXOs question::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::He calms down a little, still spasming::
CMO_Stadi says:
FCO: stay... ::rushes over to CSO, quicklly scans:: MO: what did you give him so far?
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Sir, i'm detecting a large ammount of comms from the cube coming back and forth..
AXO_Lemile says:
::starts wishing she was in ME::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: I'm detecting a large number of comms from the cube
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: I gave in 25cc of cordzine to revive him
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Yes I have detected it too. What do you think they are doing?
CMO_Stadi says:
::administers 10ccs of lectrazine to counter the effects of the shock and scans synaptic patterns::
AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Can we pick up on them ?
OPS_Jameson says:
::prepares to let the ship make a quick getaway::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::takes a TL to the next deck and passes a check point with her guard in tow::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: I'm not sure sir
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::calms down::
FCO_Mathews says:
COMPUTER: Location of Gwyneth Mathews?
CMO_Stadi says:
MO: i see... we need to get him onto the bed again... help me... ::sees CSO calming down::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: good answer. ::tries to listen in to the comms::
AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Well can you ?
CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO/CO: I can't hear them, they are encrypted with borg codes
MO_Mercz says:
::bends down::
AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Acknowledge .. keep a watch for any agreesive move
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Nanoprobes are trying to reconnect with his brain::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : Borg nodes appear on the CSO hand
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::wonders how much longer the CSO is going to take:
CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Yes Miss Lemile
SO_Emrys says:
AXO/CO: Sir, i'm reading Borg activity in sickbay!
AXO_Lemile says:
::Glares at the CTO:: CTO: That's Sir or ma'am to you Lt
CMO_Stadi says:
::lifts CSO onto the bed again:: MO: you did the right thing...he just didn't think so ::smiles kindly:: he'll be fine...
AXO_Lemile says:
SO: What ????
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Seal off deck twelve.
AXO_Lemile says:
*CMO* Lemile to Stadi
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye sir ::seals off deck dwelve::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands, and wishes there was something to lean on::
CMO_Stadi says:
::steps back:: Computer: reinitialise stasis field around bio bed 7!!!
CTO_Vekasi says:
::a little confused at the AXO's reactions to him, and a little upset they can't get on better:: AXO: maam
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Few ::wipes forehead:: ::whispers:: only if you knew
CMO_Stadi says:
::pulls MO back::  self: damn!
AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the CO: CO: Sir are you sure your okay ?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: I'm fine commander.
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
*Borg Cube* Drone 13of13 is on board of Target, The Seleya is in range, prepare to assimilate the Seleya
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Well truth be known you don't look it Sir
CMO_Stadi says:
*CTO*: send a team down here guys! projective weapons only...now!
AXO_Lemile says:
*CMO* Lemile to Stadi
FCO_Mathews says:
::notices all the panic, stands::
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: I need to go for security. TO can take TAC1 with your permission
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: I'm fine.
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, i've detected an outgoing transmission from sickbay. 
OPS_Jameson says:
::looks at the Captain, and wonders about Borg afteraffects::
CMO_Stadi says:
::ignores AXO's hails::
AXO_Lemile says:
::Nods at the CO::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: It's projected towards the Borg cube. Someone in sickbay is communicating with it.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Engage the cloaking device.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::notes the sealing of the deck she is on:: Guards: get out now! ::heads for sickbay::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::gets an appropriate weapon and heads for the TL:: TO: you have TAC1 Nathan
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Alter course, get us out of here.
AXO_Lemile says:
*CMO* Commander Stadi I would like a report on your situation
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: with your permission sir...
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: aye sir
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : Cube locks sensors onto the Seleya
OPS_Jameson says:
::engages the cloak and changes course::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Yes Lieutenant?
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: I need to go for security. TO can take TAC1 with your permission
CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: we have a situation in Sickbay
CNS_Albrin says:
::shudders::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Get the shields and weapons to conmstantly modulating frequencies.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::has un-neccessary personnel evacuate deck 12 and turns the corner closer to sickbay.. weapon charging::
CMO_Stadi says:
::fills stasis field, which appears not to be working... with emetrazine gas, to knock CSO out::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, they're scanning us!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Then go.
CTO_Vekasi says:
*Sickbay* will do on my way
TO_Darklighter says:
::takes TAC1::
CMO_Stadi says:
*AXO*: one pilot safe. one Science chief trying to assimilate us! where's my security team!!!
AXO_Lemile says:
::is Furious with the CMO::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::leaves the bridge, confused at why the crew are all acting so violently towards him::
OPS_Jameson says:
::allows more power and modulates the frequencies of both the shields and weapons::
CMO_Stadi says:
::is furious with the AXO::
AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: Well where are they?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::enters sickbay: CMO: here! ::aims weapon and then pauses:: NO!
CTO_Vekasi says:
::exits the TL and runs into sickbay:;
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : Cube engages at warp 9.99 on a intercept course with the Seleya
CTO_Vekasi says:
SEC: you're in command...
CTO_Vekasi says:
::stands by with his weapon pointed at the CSO::
AXO_Lemile says:
*CMO* I will keep you informed
FCO_Mathews says:
*CO* This is Cmdr. Mathews, I know i am suffering from memory loss but if you need my piloting I am completely able
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
*Nanos* Connection with 13 of 13 main processor is fainting
OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  Intercept course.  warp 9.99
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO:oh god.. stun him if you can!
CMO_Stadi says:
::glances at SEC::
CTO_Vekasi says:
CMO: please stand away. ::fires to stun at the CSO::
OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  Sir,  Borg on intercept.
AXO_Lemile says:
::hears OPS::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*OPS*: can you get a jamming signal up in sickbay!
CTO_Vekasi says:
CMO: maybe a forcefield...
MO_Mercz says:
::turns arouns and see's weapons:: woh
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
OPS: Contact the shuttlebay, get a class nine shuttle ready for launch. AXO/SO: You're with me. ::grabs his TR-118, and makes sure his type-2 phasers is still in the holster:: AXO/SO: Let's go. OPS: The bridge is yours, Lieutenant.
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Takes the shot, falls off the biobed onto his face again::
OPS_Jameson says:
*SEC*:  I'll do what I can.  There's not much power left
CMO_Stadi says:
CTO: have one up... attempting to render him unconscious now...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: sedative what do you have!
AXO_Lemile says:
::takes TR-118 and follows the CO::
SO_Emrys says:
::follows the CO, retrieving his TR-118 from the console as he passes::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks into the lower bridge turbolift::
OPS_Jameson says:
::prepares the Shuttle::
CTO_Vekasi says:
*CO* sir, the CSO may be recconected to the collective. if he acts wrongly, permission to fire on him with lethal force.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CTO* Granted.
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: it's in there...give it a second...
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Sir one of us should be on the bridge I believe that is you
CTO_Vekasi says:
*CO* Yes sir
OPS_Jameson says:
::Self:  Borg attacking, senior staff run off. have the bridge.  yey.::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: any way to create a bioelectical feed back? stop the nanobots?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Thanks for the advice, but this isn't a regulation time. TL: Main shuttlebay.
CNS_Albrin says:
::watches the conversation, hoping she doesn't have to butt in::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::keeps weapon pointed at CSO to make sure he is stunned::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: I agree with Lt. Lemile, sir.
CTO_Vekasi says:
CMO: how long was he acting like that?
AXO_Lemile says:
::shrugs:: CO: Seems nothing is on this mission Sir ::smiles::
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: i have to get hin unconscious first:: glances at CTO:: CTO: you finished there?
OPS_Jameson says:
::slaves science to her console, as well as command::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::smile grimly:: AXO: It would seem not.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg cube will be in tractor beam range in 30 seconds
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: You know you are just out of Sickbay Sir ...
CTO_Vekasi says:
CMO: He is unconscious ma'am ::smiles politely::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::On the floor all quiet, eyes closed with a quiet face on::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks out into the shuttlebay as soon as the TL stops::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: I'm fully aware of that, yes.
SO_Emrys says:
::follows the CO, rifle in hand::
OPS_Jameson says:
*CO*:  Sir,  Borg in tractor range in 30 seconds
CTO_Vekasi says:
SEC/CMO: if all is under control i will return to the bridge
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*OPS* Bring us out of warp. ::strides into the shuttle::
CNS_Albrin says:
OPS: I guess you'll be needing me, sir.
AXO_Lemile says:
::follows the CO out:: CO: I'm not going to win this afrguement am I sir ?
CMO_Stadi says:
::smiles back, not so politely:: MO: better get him in stasis again... wonder how he managed to do that without a transponder to guide him... hmm...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: yes.. it's all right now.. 
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, someone should be on the bridge. Thats where the Borg will most likely beam to.
AXO_Lemile says:
::enters Shuttle::
OPS_Jameson says:
::takes seleya out of warp::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::heads for the exit:: CMO/SEC: nice to meet you by the way ::exits::
CMO_Stadi says:
CTO: of course, leave us here to deal with this... ::doesn't like this new guy::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::enters the TL::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: I'm afraid not, no. :sits down at a forward chair, and stows the rifle behind him::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: And I don't think Lt. Jameson is armed.
OPS_Jameson says:
::takes a deep breath::
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: can you handle this, or should i get another officer to guard us?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: I'm staying
CTO_Vekasi says:
::enters the bridge:: OPS: the situation seems under control in sickbay.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Cube drops out of warp, in tractor beam range in 20 seconds
OPS_Jameson says:
::pats the phaser and personal knife at her waist::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::nods at TO to retake TAC2::
TO_Darklighter says:
::gives up TAC1 to CTO and walks over to TAC2::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::rubs her head and looks at the CSO::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Thankyou Nathan
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Wonderful. I'm sure Security will make sure she notices. AXO: How's your piloting?
AXO_Lemile says:
::shakes her head at the SO::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Connection with the borg is destroyed, he's all alone again::
CMO_Stadi says:
*CO*: Captain, Hazzem temporarily connected himself to the collective...we have it under some control now...
OPS_Jameson says:
::turns::  CTO:  I'm in command.  Take your station
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Yes, Sir ::slowly walk up to the CSO and props him on the bed, and reactivates the stasis::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: I'm an Engineer sir......... excellent
CNS_Albrin says:
OPS: What about me?
OPS_Jameson says:
::returns control to his station::
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: Aye Maam...::thought he'd never have to say that to Anya!::
AXO_Lemile says:
::Takes the helm and starts launch Sequence ::
OPS_Jameson says:
CNS:  Feel like driving?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Good. Now we're dealing with the consequences. *OPS* Open shuttlebay doors.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Tractor beam lashes out from the Cube trying to lock onto the Seleya
OPS_Jameson says:
::opens the shuttle bay doors::
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: Would you like me to erect a force field
SO_Emrys says:
::is at the shuttles tactical console::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Maybe another position should be covered by you during the shortage.
CNS_Albrin says:
OPS: I'll give it a go  ::grins::
CMO_Stadi says:
:: leans on a bio-bed, suddenly realises what CO means to do:: *CO*: Jahl...be careful...
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: Shall I return fire?
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, the cube has just caught the Seleya in a tractor beam.
OPS_Jameson says:
::whispers::  All: 10 seconds to go
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: The borg are trying to lock on to us
FCO_Mathews  (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)
AXO_Lemile says:
::sees SB Door open and take the shuttle out .. then goes to full impulse :: CO: heading Sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Just get us beyond the transport inhibiter field, we can beam in form there.
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO:  No.  it wouldn't make a dent
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: thankyou...OPS: your orders Maam. ::serious::
CNS_Albrin says:
::sits at Flight Control::
AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Aye Sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@COMM: CMO: I plan to be. Shuttle eight out.
OPS_Jameson says:
All:  Any ideas to lose the tractor?
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: Maybe we should send a feedback pulse back through the beam
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO:  Do it
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Tractor beam locks on
TO_Darklighter says:
OPS: what if we use our own tractor to disrupt theirs
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Poilots the shuttle to the heading ::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: Great. Let's hope they can get around it.
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: they'd power it the longer they left it on ::prepares a feed back loop by changing shield properties::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::gets an alert in her ear peice::
MO_Mercz says:
::steps away from the bed::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*security*: code black! prepare for intruders..
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Brain is unconcious, nanos are disconnecting and are disabling their systems::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Drones beam on board the Seleya
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: I need you to constantly change our shield modulations to the exact opposite of the Borg tractor
OPS_Jameson says:
TO:  Prepare your idea.  we need as many as possible if this one fails
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: keep a good eye on him... if he so much as moves a finger, be prepared to shoot...got it? ::turns to MO:: MO: he must have managed to reconstruct a transponder from teh remaining nano-probes... this will make a great paper when it's all over... ::smiles::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Aye sir
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: ready ma'am
CMO_Stadi says:
::scanning CSO::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::arrives at the co-ord::
FCO_Mathews says:
::exits SB & starts walking around ship::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: we have been boarded ::hold ear peice and looks at her a bit pale::
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO: Alert the crew.  hand to hand if needs be
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Drones appear in Main Engineering, and on every deck
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO/SO: Let's go then. :stands, and walks, ducking, back to the emergency transporter, rifle in hand::
OPS_Jameson says:
::whips out her phaser, and her knife in her other hand::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::initiates the feedback:: *SHIPWIDE* Brace yourselves
CNS_Albrin says:
::tries to maintain control of Flight Control::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::walks with the CO:: CO: Distrbution Nodes?
CTO_Vekasi says:
::fires at the drone on the bridge over and over::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: Exactly.
MO_Mercz says:
CMO: The problem with borg is that thier constantly assimilation new technology, whick means every time we encounter them they find new ways to control their bodies
SO_Emrys says:
@::stands and follows the CO and AXO::
AXO_Lemile says:
@:smiles::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::changes weapon to projectile one and fires again::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::calls security to sickbay to protect them.. gets reports of weapons fire, bridge, engineering, else where..::
CMO_Stadi says:
::looks around at SEC, sees what's happening, shouts:: ALL: everybody! get you rifles! we've been boarded!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: I just wish we'd had time to pick up emergency transponders. Never mind. SO: Initiate transport.
CTO_Vekasi says:
::keeps firing waiting to see if it works::
OPS_Jameson says:
::tuns to CTO's console, and puts his feedback loop into action::
OPS_Jameson says:
TO:  Activate your idea!
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Nods::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: keep changing shields whatever happens!
TO_Darklighter says:
OPS: Aye sir ::activates the tractor beam::
SO_Emrys says:
@::initiates transport to the Borg cube::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::waits to be transported::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Aye sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::materialises on the cube, with the other two::
CMO_Stadi says:
MO: take that exit... i'll take the other... they're not getting in here, got it?
AXO_Lemile says:
@::materialises on the Cube::
SO_Emrys says:
@::materialises on the cube, weapon at the ready::
FCO_Mathews says:
::heading toward holodeck:: COMPUTER: Activate program Hayden 499a
CMO_Stadi says:
::moves off to her doorway, ready to shoot whatever tries to get in::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: weapons are not working.. we can't stop them
OPS_Jameson says:
::vaults over a console to avoid a drone::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::looks around::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::fires at the drone, but the drone doesn't seem to be doing anything::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::looks for the disribution nodes::
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: try to set up a forcefield around SB...
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO/SO: The question is... where are those darned nodes? ::looks up at the ceiling::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::waits to see what the drone will do next::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: Got a tricorder?
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Still lying on the bed, vital signs are normal. His brain is trying to get a sense of himself::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::nods and arctivates the inturder protocals.. all the force feilds on the deck betweent he bulkhead activate::
SO_Emrys says:
@::wordlessly hands a tricorder to the captain::
AXO_Lemile says:
@:CO: Is that one over there ?::points up at a blue Node::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::starts to walk slowly down a corridor::
CNS_Albrin says:
::gets up out of her consolek, trying to keep clear of the Borg::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::follows the CO::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::leaves the TAC to deal with the drone:: Drone: not anyone else.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::turns to look at the AXO:: AXO: I don't think so... ::peers at it:: the power nodes are the green ones, I believe.
OPS_Jameson says:
::lashes out at a drone with her knife, and runs backwards::
MO_Mercz says:
::wishes he had a Bat'leth::
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: it isn't working..the brog drone isn't affected...
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Drones advance all over the ship unaffected by projectile weapons
CTO_Vekasi says:
::grabs a normal phaser and fires on normal setting at the drone::
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: Have No idea Guess we just take one out and see what happens
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::takes the tricorder, and opens it::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::holds her ear peice as she hear her guards falling to the borg:: CMO: nothing is working!
FCO_Mathews says:
::wonders why holodeck wont start, looks at power assignments::
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: is this cube from the future or present?
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO:  Tell all to fight back.  hand to hand,  use anything
SO_Emrys says:
@AXO: Are you sure you want to start dismantling this cube at random?
AXO_Lemile says:
@::waits on the Captain::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: It's a great piece of engineering, I'll give them that much.... ::thinks he sees a power spike on the tricorder, a short way down the hall:: AXO/SO: This way....
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::moves on, slowly::
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: maam? hand to hand? the casualties would be masive!
CMO_Stadi says:
::shouts:: ALL: OK, everybody who can get out, into the jeffries tubes!
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: I'm not sure sir
CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: please find out Nathan. ::smiles:: Thankyou
SO_Emrys says:
@::follows the CO, weapon raised::
OPS_Jameson says:
OPS:  There will be if we stand like lambs to the slaughter
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : Temporal Anomaly opens off the Seleya's port bow
AXO_Lemile says:
@::chuckles:; SO: I would mind taking it apart Period ::follows the CO::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::turns the forcefields off in the access tubes:: CMO: lets go!
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: Maam! on the port bow! ::turns on the viewscreen::
TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: i'm reading a temporal anomaly....they may be from the future
OPS_Jameson says:
::notices a blip on her console::
CTO_Vekasi says:
*SHIPWIDE* resist the Borg by any means possible
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@:points up at a green node on the ceiling:: AXO/SO: That's our baby.......
CNS_Albrin says:
::jumps to the Flight Control console:: OPS: I'm on it!
CMO_Stadi says:
::slaps a portable stasis unit onto CSO and drags him to the edge of the tube, helping others in first::
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO, TO:  what's that?
SO_Emrys says:
@::spots the green node::
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: I guess you have the honours then Sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::raises his phaser to bear on it::
OPS_Jameson says:
CNS: take over this console.  I wanna find out what it is.
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: its a temporal anomaly...like the first one
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::fires::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::looks around for others::
CSO_Hazzem_13of13 says:
::Is being dragged helplessly, his brain fighting to get back to normal::
OPS_Jameson says:
::weaves past a borg to sci.2. and starts a scan::
CNS_Albrin says:
OPS: Yes, sir.  ::starts to maneuver the Seleya to the anomoly::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Joins the CO in firing on the Node::
CMO_Stadi says:
::keeps an eye on the Drones and CSO as she ferries people into teh tubes::
SO_Emrys says:
@::keeps guard, looking out for approaching drones::
CTO_Vekasi says:
::keeps an eye on the drones on the bridge:: OPS: maybe a self destruct would be best if nothing works.
MO_Mercz says:
Computer: Activate EMH
OPS_Jameson says:
CTO:  Can we use it in anyway to help against the borg?
EMH says:
All: Please state the nature of the medical emergeny
CTO_Vekasi says:
OPS: i dont see how...unless it goes to the past
CMO_Stadi says:
::sees EMH come to life:: MO: right, into the tube with you!...
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Node aboard the Cube explodes
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::smiles, grimly::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::watches the Node explode::
SO_Emrys says:
@AXO/CO: Nice shooting, sirs.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::hands the tricorder back to the SO::
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: How many more do you think it will take 3
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO/SO: We need at least two more.
MO_Mercz says:
EMH: The borg are all over the ship, make sure you hold them off for as long as you can if they attack ::turns and heads for the tubes
CMO_Stadi says:
::grabs MO and shoves him into the Jeffries tube, sealing it after she gets in herself::
Host Buzzard says:
***Pause To Hell and Back***
Host Buzzard says:
***Pause To Hell and Back***

